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                                                        Mini Smile #Makeovers

                                                                                    from less than £8 a week
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                                                                                    See Our Transformations
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                        #LoveYourSmile

                        All You Need is Love Teeth
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                    Your Award-Winning Dentist in Surrey

With clinics in Sutton, Cheam, Chessington, Stonecot, Worcester Park and coming soon to New Malden, we are the first choice for thousands of Surrey residents.

We love it when you smile. We want you to spend more time doing the things that make you happy and less time in the dentist’s chair. That’s why we provide long-lasting, restorative dentistry guided by the philosophy that prevention is always better than cure.

And because only a lucky few of us are blessed with perfect smiles, we also offer a complete range of cosmetic treatments to straighten, whiten, repair and keep you feeling your fabulous self.
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                    Dr Kunal Patel

                    Principal Dentist / Opinion leader / Lecturer
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               The cosmetic team is led by international lecturer and opinion leader for several dental brands, Dr Kunal Patel.

His cosmetic prowess is one of the reasons patients travel the length and breadth of the country for the Love Teeth experience. We treat 100’s of nervous patients every year to experience gentle dentistry under the care of Dr Patel who is a Dental Phobia certified practitioner.
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                        Dr Kunal Patel is Dental Phobia certified

                         > Click here to verify
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                            Get #Social

                                        18.3k followers

                                    
                
                
                
                FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM            
                    

        

	
    
		
    
        
            
            	                    [image: Invisalign+ Composite Bonding Transformation.   ❥ DM us ❥Take our free smile test today ❥ Book your free consult ❥ Call us 020 8337 0629 ❥ 0% Finance ❥ Join our team hr@loveteethdental.co.uk ❥ www.loveteethdental.co.uk . . . . . . . #CompositeBonding #CelebritySmile #CompositeBondingBeforeAfter #CompositeEdgeBonding #CompositeVeneers #CosmeticDentist #CompositeVeneers #CompositeVeneersBeforeAfter #LondonCompositeBonding #SurreyCompositeBonding #CompositeBondingTransformation]
        
    



    
        
            Take a look inside our Cheam practice 🤩

.
.
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            	                    [image: Take a look inside our Cheam practice 🤩  . . .  #loveteethdental #loveteeth #surreylife #cheamvillage #cheam]
        
    



    
        
            Love Teeth's 8th Anniversary is right around the c
            	                    [image: Love Teeth's 8th Anniversary is right around the corner, and to celebrate we're announcing an exclusive offer on one of our most popular treatments. More details coming soon...🥳]
        
    



    
        
            Invisalign treatment allows you to transform your 
            	                    [image: Invisalign treatment allows you to transform your smile discreetly and comfortably with virtually-invisible, removable braces.  Invisalign aligners are completely transparent and custom made to gradually straighten your teeth without using any metal wires or bracket.  ❥ DM us ❥Take our free smile test today ❥ Book your free consult ❥ Call us 020 8337 0629 ❥ 0% Finance ❥ Join our team hr@loveteethdental.co.uk ❥ www.loveteethdental.co.uk . . . . . . . #ExperienceConfidence #LoveTeethDental  #InvisalignSmile #InvisalignJourney #InvisalignAligners #InvisalignUK #InvisalignLondon #InvisalignAdult #InvisalignMakeover #SmileMakeover #InvisalignDoctor #InvisalignFirst #InvisalignBeforeandafter #TeethStraightening #InvisalignAndComposite #InvisalignProvider #InvisalignDay #InvisalignBraces #InvisalignExperience]
        
    



    
        
            We are hiring! 

Admin, Hygienists, Dental Nurses,
            	                    [image: We are hiring!   Admin, Hygienists, Dental Nurses, and more!  Click the vacancies link in our bio to see which positions we have available, and of course our ever-growing list of perks!  ❥ DM us ❥Take our free smile test today ❥ Book your free consult ❥ Call us 020 8337 0629 ❥ 0% Finance ❥ Join our team hr@loveteethdental.co.uk ❥ www.loveteethdental.co.uk . . . . . . . #SurreyJob #SurreyVacancies #WeAreHiring #DentalJobs #DentistryUK #RecruitmentUK #AdminPosition #DentalNurses #DentalRecruitment #RecruitmentSurrey #Indeed #IndeedUK #Surrey #LondonJobs #LondonRecruitment #London #GeneralDentist #CosmeticJobs #DentistJobs #LondonHiring]
        
    



    
        
            Invisalign ABC Transformation. 

Invisalign Follow
            	                    [image: Invisalign ABC Transformation.   Invisalign Followed by teeth whitening and composite edge bonding, our ABC Invisalign package offers a huge smile transformation!  ❥ DM us ❥Take our free smile test today ❥ Book your free consult ❥ Call us 020 8337 0629 ❥ 0% Finance ❥ Join our team hr@loveteethdental.co.uk ❥ www.loveteethdental.co.uk . . . . . . . #ExperienceConfidence #LoveTeethDental  #InvisalignSmile #InvisalignJourney #InvisalignAligners #InvisalignUK #InvisalignLondon #InvisalignAdult #InvisalignMakeover #SmileMakeover #InvisalignDoctor #InvisalignFirst #InvisalignBeforeandafter #TeethStraightening #InvisalignAndComposite #InvisalignProvider #InvisalignDay #InvisalignBraces #InvisalignExperience]
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                #ModernClinic

                One of Surrey’s Favourite Dentists
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                #ModernClinic

                One of Surrey’s Favourite Dentists

            

            We have everything ready to put a smile on your face from the moment you step into our modern clinic.

You’ll receive a warm welcome from Dr Patel and team before enjoying treatment in amazing surrounds using the world’s most advanced dental procedures.

It’s no wonder Love Teeth is one of Surrey’s favourite dentists and consistently five-star rated by our many happy patients.

        

    



    
                    
                Love teeth #locations
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            Sutton

            5 Sutton High St, Sutton SM1 1DF

            View Map and directions >
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            Chessington

            401 Hook Rd, Chessington KT9 1EW

            View Map and directions >
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            Stonecot

            2-8 Stonecot Hill, Sutton SM3 9HE

            View Map and directions >
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            Cheam

            743 London Road, Cheam, SM3 9DL

            View Map and directions >
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            Worcester Park

            165 Central Rd, Worcester Park KT4 8DS

            View Map and directions >
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                Cosmetic Dentistry in the Heart of Surrey

                Treat Your Selfie!

Ever feel like your smile doesn’t do justice to the way you feel inside? Our cosmetic dentistry treatments are led by Mini Smile Makeover pioneer and Love Teeth’s principal dentist Dr Kunal Patel.

From minor tweaks and improvements to keep you looking your dazzling day-to-day best, to a full oral overhaul that’s literally life-changing.
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                                Mini Smile Makeover

                                Developed by our very own Dr Kunal Patel, the Mini Smile Makeover puts every technique at our disposal to transform your smile. And here’s the best thing - we can use the clinic’s fancy iTero 3D scanner to let you know how your new smile will look before we get started.
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                                Teeth Straightening

                                Our Dr Kunal Patel is one of Fastbraces’ few Master Affiliates, as well as an Invisalign Diamond provider and international opinion leader. What does this mean for you? Fast, discreet and cost-effective teeth straightening by one of Surrey’s leading young lights. 
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                                Dental Implants

                                If you’ve ever been embarrassed by missing teeth or loose dentures, we feel your pain. Whether replacing a single lost tooth or a whole row, implanted dentures are the closest you can get to having the real thing back.
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                                Veneers

                                For minor cracks, chips and other irritating breakages, sometimes it’s better just to mask and forget. For that, a veneer has you covered. The ultra-thin, precision-fitted layer fits over the teeth just like a false fingernail, hiding damage and providing vital protection. 
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                                Crowns

                                Crowns are veneers’ shy dental cousins. Instead of facing the outside world, they fit over the top of teeth to form a protective shield from further damage and decay. Crowns are laboratory-made from porcelain and colour-matched to the exact shade of your natural teeth. 

                                FIND OUT MORE [image: Arrow]
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                                Bridges

                                Gaps left by the tooth fairy aren't a great look in later life. Bridges use the teeth on either side to support a replacement that's indistinguishable from the original in both look and feel.   
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                                Dentures

                                You haven’t experienced the life-changing power of dentures until you’ve experienced the fit and feel of Love Teeth dentures. Expertly fitted and indistinguishable from the real thing, Love Teeth dentures take the years off and let you get on with life.
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                                Teeth Whitening

                                So many of life’s little pleasures leave telltale stains over time - coffee, tea, red wine - the list goes on. When you want to restore teeth to their natural shade, whitening is the answer. We use Zoom! And Enlighten - two of the most effective gentle whiteners - to get the gleam back without causing sensitivity. 
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                                        #SmileTest

                    FREE Virtual Consultation with Dr KP

                    
                    
                                            
                            TAKE THE SMILE TEST
                        
                                    

            


        

    



    
        
            Routine Dentistry in Surrey

            The Surrey Smile Team

            With all this talk of cosmetic perfection, you might wonder how we find the time for everyday stuff like regular checkups and hygiene. Our general dentistry is the secret helping Love Teeth patients to stay at peak oral health at the same time as looking great.            
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                        Hygiene

                        Love Teeth’s hygienists are superheroes in the fight against tooth decay, gum disease and other dental nasties. A tailored session with our hygiene team and the Prophyflex airflow stain removal system is guaranteed to leave you feeling the freshest you’ve felt in ages.

                                                FIND OUT MORE [image: Arrow]
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                        Root Canal Work

                        A deep tooth infection is no joke. When it reaches the pulp and nerve, it can feel like you’ve really been in the ring. Luckily, we can usually see you within the week - if not the same day - for pain-free treatment with endodontics expert Dr Sheena Patel.

                                                FIND OUT MORE [image: Arrow]
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                        Emergency Appointments

                        Accidents will happen - and when they do, turn to Love Teeth. We don’t want aches, pains and mishaps to spoil your day or ruin your impeccable good looks, so we’ll usually arrange a same-week or same-day appointment and have you feeling better in no time.
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                Every Smile Has A Story

                Let us be a part of yours

				 SEE MORE STORIES
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                                Dr Patel gave me back my smile and my confidence.

                                Shannon

                                Talk about a transformation! We totally turned things around for Shannon who had put off treatment because of a long-held dental phobia.
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                                My new smile was the second-best day of my life.

                                Lauren

                                All those who love this spectacular transformation say “I do!” Alignment bleaching and composites (ABCs) put a smile on bride-to-be Lauren’s face.
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                                I can eat in comfort again. Thanks Kunal!

                                Roudy

                                Roudy’s misaligned teeth made it difficult to chew food properly. And he hated the way they looked. Read on to find out how our alignment bleach and composites worked out.
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                Press & Media Love

The award-winning Love Teeth team are often called upon by the national press and TV. We’ve voiced our opinion, provided guidance and delivered education to dentists through the Guardian, BBC and dental publications to name just a few.

            

            READ ALL ABOUT IT
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                #KindWords

                
                    800+ 5* Reviews
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                We are the highest rated cosmetic dentistry provider in Surrey                
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                                        Agri Dante
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                                                                            I was recommended Love Teeth by a friend and I cannot be any happier with the service! From the receptionist to receiving treatment from Kunal, I was...
                                        I was recommended Love Teeth by a friend and I cannot be any happier with the service! From the receptionist to receiving treatment from Kunal, I was put at ease right from the start. Everyone is extremely professional and really care about giving the best service which is reflected in my whitening results. It is located off a main road, so really easy to find and the receptionist was kind enough in giving me clear instructions. Would highly recommend and will definitely be returning :)
                                        Read More
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                                        Shannon Joanne Wilde
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                                        recommends
                                        Love teeth dental
                                        
                                                                            

                                                                    

                                
                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                            I cant recommend love teeth enough, I'm over the moon with my new teeth. Dr KP and Iggy made me feel relaxed and comfortable throughout every appointm...
                                        I cant recommend love teeth enough, I'm over the moon with my new teeth. Dr KP and Iggy made me feel relaxed and comfortable throughout every appointment and I am no longer too scared to go to the dentist! the receptionists and hygienists are absolutely wonderful and always so kind. I am honestly in love with my teeth now. They have made smiling possible for me now ? and I cant wait to show off my new teeth to the world! thank you so much, you guys are amazing!!!
                                        Read More
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                                                                            I cannot thank you enough for the excellent care you have provided.  From the moment I met you, I was certain God (Vishnu) had led me to you. Words ca...
                                        I cannot thank you enough for the excellent care you have provided.  From the moment I met you, I was certain God (Vishnu) had led me to you. Words cannot describe how grateful I am for you. Thank you for taking such great care of me. You have a special gift as a dentist and as a person. 
As a child, I was bullied for my teeth and I have been so insecure throughout my life. At first, I was sceptical over the ‘Smile Make Overs’, but your manner put me at ease immediately. I could not believe the finished results and you have helped restore confidence back into my life. Hopefully, I can now get a hot wife like yourself ?.
I would recommend you to anyone who is thinking of getting their teeth done and I would be more than pleased to show them the work you have done. Keep doing what you do as you are helping so many people!!
                                        Read More
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                                        Anna Belmonte
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                                                                            I was recommended love teeth dental practice by my boyfriend, who was a nervous patient before he discovered love teeth. I visited dr KP for Invisalig...
                                        I was recommended love teeth dental practice by my boyfriend, who was a nervous patient before he discovered love teeth. I visited dr KP for Invisalign & smile makeover, what a skillful, wonderful dentist. Results ‘ love my smile & so do others’ can’t stop looking in the mirror. There so much good things to say about love teeth, the staff are always friendly & welcoming. Definitely would recommend love teeth to friends & family. 5 star plus
                                        Read More
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                                        Ricky Bell
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                                                                            5 Stars ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️ I can’t recommend Love Teeth Dental Practice enough. I had a mini smile makeover with DrKP including Invisali...
                                        5 Stars ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️ I can’t recommend Love Teeth Dental Practice enough. I had a mini smile makeover with DrKP including Invisalign, Enlighten and Renamel. Absolutely blown away by the results. Dr KP really is the best in the business ?. The whole team are very welcoming and made the whole experience a pleasant one.
                                        Read More
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                                        Sarah Johnson
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                                                                            Can not rate my dentist and his team enough! I used to be such a nervous patient and prior to building up the courage to go I had not been to a dentis...
                                        Can not rate my dentist and his team enough! I used to be such a nervous patient and prior to building up the courage to go I had not been to a dentist in over 10 years. You have restored my confidence and am so grateful!
                                        Read More
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                                    #Skin & #Aesthetic Treatments

                                                    Perfect Skin Solutions at Love Teeth Sutton
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                    Cellderma 
 Skincare range
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                    Peels & Facials

                                            
                            VIEW                        
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 Injections 
 & Fillers
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                     See Your New Smile                

                Free virtual 3D scan

                                FIND OUT MORE
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                Latest #News

            

        
                    
                
    
                
            #Braces        
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                7 Amazing Reasons to Love Composite Bonding

                
                    When you look at your smile, do you see all of the minor defects and strongly dislike the overall appearance of your teeth? One small issue with your teeth is easy to address, but when you’ve got several issues, it can feel quite overwhelming.                

            

            READ MORE

        

    

    
                    
                #Braces            
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            7 Amazing Reasons to Love Composite Bonding

        

    



    
                
            #Tooth Decay        
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                What Causes Plaque and Tartar On Teeth?  – Everything You Need to Know

                
                    We’re all told from a young age that we need to take care of our teeth. Tooth decay is a problem that affects people of all ages, and it can lead to the loss of teeth, gum disease, and a range of other health problems and can even contribute to heart attacks.                

            

            READ MORE

        

    

    
                    
                #Tooth Decay            
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            What Causes Plaque and Tartar On Teeth?  – Everything You Need to Know

        

    



    
                
            #Braces        
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                Bridging the Gap: How Dental Bridges Can Restore Your Smile

                
                    If you’ve lost a tooth to trauma, decay, or excessive wear and tear, you’ll appreciate just how much of an impact its absence can have. You may normally have 32 teeth, it would be fair to assume that losing just one of these wouldn’t be so bad. But the fact is, it can be.                
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                #Braces            
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            Bridging the Gap: How Dental Bridges Can Restore Your Smile

        

    



    
                
            #Invisalign        
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                Invisalign+ Package: Clear Aligners to Straighten Teeth

                
                    At Love Teeth, we’ve noticed that our patients aren’t just looking for clear aligners to straighten teeth. Lots of people are looking for ways to address all of their dental imperfections at the same time. For this reason, we’ve put together the Invisalign+ package...                
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                #Invisalign            
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            Invisalign+ Package: Clear Aligners to Straighten Teeth

        

    



    
                
            #Braces        
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                Sutton Dental Practice: VIP Opening

                
                    Hot on the heels of the success of our new Stonecot clinic, Kunal and the Love Teeth team are proud to announce the arrival of a brand new practice in one of London’s most up-and-coming boroughs.  Set over three floors, the brand new dental practice will...                
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            Sutton Dental Practice: VIP Opening

        

    



    
                
            #Tooth Decay        
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                Can Tooth Decay Be Reversed?

                
                    At some point, most people will have had some degree of tooth decay. You may have had fillings, or a root canal, or you may not have even known you’ve got an issue.                 
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                #Tooth Decay            
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            Can Tooth Decay Be Reversed?

        

    



    
                
            #Invisalign        
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                Invisalign: Is It Worth It?

                
                    When you look in the mirror or at photos of yourself smiling, does the position of your teeth get you down? You’re not alone. Many people feel the same way.                 

            

            READ MORE

        

    

    
                    
                #Invisalign            
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            Invisalign: Is It Worth It?

        

    



    
                
            #Root Canal        
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                9 Facts You May Not Know About Root Canals

                
                    Say the words ‘root canal’ to many people and it’ll bring fear to their eyes. There are lots of unfounded myths that exist about root canal treatments...                

            

            READ MORE

        

    

    
                    
                #Root Canal            
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            9 Facts You May Not Know About Root Canals

        

    


            

            



    
        
            Smile Now Pay Later From £2.50 / day

Transforming your smile could cost you less than your daily coffee!

Let’s face it, dentistry isn’t cheap. But we can make it easier on your pocket by allowing you to spread the costs of treatment over 1-5 years. Our finance applications are simple and often approval takes less than 90 seconds.

                        FIND OUT MORE
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            YOUR DAILY
 COFFEE OR A BEAUTIFUL SMILE?

        

    










    
        
        
        
            
                
            
        
        
        

        How can we help?


                

                        
                            

                        

                        Your name(Required) 

Phone(Required)

Email address(Required)
                            
                        

How can we help?(Required)



Comments
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.
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                Love teeth #locations

                Our locations across Surrey. Contact us or Call us on 


 020 8337 0629
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                                Worcester Park                            

                            165 Central Rd, Worcester Park KT4 8DS

                            View map and directions >
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                                Cheam                            

                            743 London Road, Cheam, SM3 9DL

                            View map and directions >
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                                Chessington                            

                            401 Hook Rd, Chessington KT9 1EW

                            View map and directions >
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                                Stonecot                            

                            2-8 Stonecot Hill, Sutton SM3 9HE

                            View map and directions >
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                                Sutton                            

                            5 Sutton High St, Sutton SM1 1DF

                            View map and directions >
                        

                        

                    

                        

        
    


    
        
            
                
                    ©Love Teeth Dental Surrey. /  Complaints Procedure / NHS Dental Policy / Privacy Policy / Cookie Policy / GDC 
 Love Teeth Dental is a group of private dental clinics in Surrey serving local patients from Sutton, Chessington, Weybridge, Cheam, Epson, Kingston, Richmond, Esher and beyond. 
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        Book Online

        Please select the clinic you would like to book.

        
            
                        Worcester Park 165 Central Rd, Worcester Park KT4 8DS                    

                        Cheam 743 London Road, Cheam, SM3 9DL                    

                        Chessington 401 Hook Rd, Chessington KT9 1EW                    

                        Stonecot 2-8 Stonecot Hill, Sutton SM3 9HE                    

                        Sutton 5 Sutton High St, Sutton SM1 1DF                    


            BOOK ONLINE
        

    

















































